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GENERALIZATION OF THE CAUCHY-RIEMANN EQUATIONS
AND REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ROTATION GROUP.

By E. M. STEIN and G. WEISS.

This paper has the following two purposes: (1) To show how to each
irreducible representation of the n-dimensional rotation group there corres-

ponds in a natural way a system of first order constant coefficient partial
differential equations generalizing the Cauchy-Riemann equations. (2) To

show how certain properties of complex one-dimensional function theory
extend to solutions of those systems, in particular the properties studied in

[10] and [11]. In order to describe our results we sketch some background.'

One of the significant qualitative features of holomorphic functions u(z)

of one complex variable is the fact that I u(z) IP is sub-harmonic if p> 0,
and more generally that log u (z) I is sub-harmonic. Using these properties
one can derive many of the results of the theory of HB spaces, properties of

boundary behavior, etc. The n-dimensional extension of these facts was
studied in [10] in the following setting. The starting point was a vector

of n functions (u, (x), u2 (x), * * *, u% (x) ) defined in some region of Euclidean
n-space satisfying the following generalization of the Cauchy-Riemann
equations
n

(1) E u/X= 0, Oui/axjau/1 x= .
i=l

It was found that I u IP is sub-harmonic if p (Here
I U I ( l. 12 + I U2 12+ +I Unq, 12))
The significance of this is due to the fact that it is vaild for some p < 1.2
From that fact and the theory of harmonic majorization one can extend the
HP theory and obtain in particular an n-dimensional generalization of the
theorem of F. and M. Riesz.

Besides the system (1) there are in n-dimensions, n> 3, other systems
(which like (1) are in general overdetermined) that are also natural generalizations of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. We list some examples
Received August 18, 1966.

1 See [12], Section 3, where the 3-dimensional theory is described.
2 The case p _ 1 is trivial for our point of view.
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164 E. M. STEIN AND G. WEISS.

(2) n =3;; u (x) and u2 (x) are complex-valued functions satisfying

a _..
a
(X---t-)u1+a
-- u2=O
ax, aX2 ax3
(a a a
OX, +i a )U2- aX U1=O.
Certain aspects of function theory for this system where considered by Moisil

and Theodoresco [8].
(3) general n; the "spinor" systems, which directly generalize example
(2); these were considered by Fueter [6], when n = 4, Brauer and Weyl [9],

and more recently in the context of iRiemannian manifolds in the theory of
the index theorem, see e.g. [9], Chapter 4, ? 10. These systems arise as
the n-dimensional Euclidean analogues of the Dirac equations (for zero mass
and external field).

(4) general n; Let f? be a differential form on a region of Euclidean
space and consider the " Hodge equations " dQ-2 0, and &i =0. See DeRahm
and Kodaira [5].

(5) general n; In example 1, the vector u= (u1, * u,) is locally the
gradient of a single harmonic function, i. e. u ==VH, H is harmonic; and

this representation holds for any appropriate subdomain, in particular for any
ball. Calderon and Zygmund [3] considered the case of higher gradients,

that is the vector u of r-th derivatives of H, u = VrH. For these they have
extended the results that hold for (1).

All these examples (and others) have in common the following property.

The system of equations is invariant (in an appropriate sense) under Euclidean
motions. Invariance under translations is clear since these are constant

coefficient differential operators. The invariance under rotations can be stated
as follows. For each of these systems there is an irreducible representation
p -- Rp of the rotation group SO (n) on the vector space U, so that if u (x)
is a solution of the system, then for each rotation, Rp (u (p-1x)) is also a
solution. (u (x) take values in the vector space U.) That is, the system

transforms according to the representation p -> Rp, under the action of rotations. Examples (2) and (3) show that one must consider not only the

"single-valued" representations, but also the "double-valued" ones, that is

the representations the universal covering group G of SO (n), must be
considered.

We shall now describe the rule for associating to each non-trivial irreducible representation g -> Rg of the covering group G a system of first order
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partial differential equations. The example (1) will arise when the representation is the "canonical representation"; (2) and (3) will arise when the
representation is the spinor representation; (4) when the representation is

the one realized on the anti-symmetric tensors of a given rank; (5) when
the representation is the one realized on spherical harmonics of degree r.
There are, of course, in addition infinitely many other inequivalent systems

when n> 3; but altogether only one system when n - 2, the classical CauchyRiemann system (see Section 6).

The relation between representations of G and systems is as follows. Let

g -> Rg be an irreducible (non-trivial) representation of G (the covering
group of SO (n) ) on a finite dimensional vector space U. We consider functions, u (x), from a domain in E,rt with values in U. We call VO the n-

dimensional vector space (identified with Et,). The gradient of u, Vu(x),

has values (for each x) in U X V.3 On U we had the representation g ->R,
and V is the vector space on which the canonical representation g -> pg acts
(this, of course, is the representation by which the formal vector

x,' ax,' 'ax,,
transforms under rotations). The representation g -> Ig 0 pg is not irreducible, but one irreducible component of it is singled out, the Cartan com-

position of Rg with pg. This is the representation having the highest weight
vector. The equations of the system are exactly the statement that for each x,

Vu (x) is a vector belonging to the invariant subspace of U? V which
transforms under the Cartan composition. It is a curious fact that this simple
invariance property of the systems given in the above examples had not been
observed before.

It then follows (Theorem 1) that a solution u of any of the systems

just described is automatically harmonic, and more significantly, that I u |P
* . . n~n-2

is sub-harmonic if p ?

While the statement of this result is simple, the proof is rather com-

plicated and proceeds as follows. First, any irreducible representation of G
can be obtained from certain fundamental ones by the process of Cartan
composition, and corresponding properties of the general systems can to some

extent be reduced to these special systems arising from the fundamental
representations. The systems corresponding to the fundamental representations turn out, after some explicit considerations, to be exactly the systems
8 We call V the complexification of VO.
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of examples (3) and (4). Using the explicit form of these particular systems
the theorem can be proved in those cases, and from this the general theorem
follows.

The next problem is the determination of the best p (depending on the

representation) for which I u |P is always sub-harmonic. While this least p
is not known in general, its value has a simple interpretation in terms of

the " angle" made by two subspaces in U0 V (see Proposition 1, Section 2).
It is possible to determine this best p for certain irreducible representations,
giving further insight into these cases. This can be done for all the five

examples cited above and also for all systems in 3 dimensions (Section 7),
and for all systems in 4 dimensions (Section 8). A general feature of the
results is that the greater the dimension of U the smaller (i. e. better) the

best value of p, and in the limit this tends to p = 0. The limiting case p =0

should be reinterpreted as the statement that log I u I is subharmonic; this
is exactly the classical situation (n =2).
Part I-The General Theorem.

1. Review of facts concerning representations. We begin by reviewing

those basic facts of the representation theory of SO (n) n> 3, and its twofold covering, that will be needed in this paper. Only some of the definitions

and statement of theorems are set down here. Further facts from the representation theory will be stated later as the need arises. For further details
see [1] and [13].

We consider first the group SO(n), the n-dimensional rotation group,

which we shall always consider as an n X n matrix group over the real ndimensional vector space VO, with the usual inner product. Thus every

rotation p of SO (n) will have its usual matrix form {pij}. It will also be
necessary to consider the complexification V of VT ,which is an n-dimensional
vector space over the complexes with its resulting inner-product. There is

in V then a well-defined conjugation -so that VO = {v C V, ;v = v}.

We shall write n = 2k + 1, or n =2k, if n is odd or even respectively,
and consider a standard k torus in SO (n), T. Here T= { (efil, et?2, * *, ei9k) }

where (eiOl, e02,. - ef0k) denotes the matrix of SO (n) made up of two by
two blocks

(cos Oi-sin Oj
sin 6j cos jJ
placed. along the main diagonal.

Together with SO (n) we consider its two-fold covering, the simply-
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connected spinor group G. The generic element of G will be denoted by g,

and the natural projecting G to SO(n) will be denoted by g ->p(g) =p
(We shall also refer to this as the canonical representation).

The inverse image of the torus T in G, which we call T, is also a k-torus,
but its explicit identification will not be needed in what follows.

We now consider the " single-valued" or "double-valued" unitary irre-

ducible representations of SO (n) ; these correspond exactly to the ordinary
unitary irreducible representations of G.

Each such representation of G when restricted to T is of course a direct
sum of one-dimensional representations of T. Looked at from the torus T
of SO (n) these representations are of the form
(et00, ei02, , et0k) -> ei(M191+m202+ +rnkOk),

where now the k component vector (mi, m2, * . , mk) m is all integral or
all half-integral. We call such a k-tuple a weight of the representation.
There is a natural simple ordering on the weights, the lexicographic
ordering, i. e., m > m' if the first non-zero difference of mi - m'i is positive.
We must also consider the action of the Weyl group on the weights. This
group is a finite group of symmetries, which is defined separately when n is

odd or even; when n 2k + 1, this group consists of all permutations of
the entries of (inl,' * ,mk), together with an arbitrary number of changes
of sign; when n = 2k, the group allows still all permutations but only an
even number of changes of sign. It is to be remarked that if (in1, m2,* - *, mk)

is a weight occurring in a representation of G, any if its transforms under
the Weyl group also occurs in this representation. F-rom these considerations

it is clear that among all weights occurring for a given representation there

is a unique highest one (Mln, m2, M mk) (according to the ordering) and
it has the form

(1.1) ml: 1?M2 .. *mk 0, if n odd, m ?m2 * mk-l:? IMk
if n even.

Weight which satisfy the property (1. 1) will be called dominant.
The main theorem is as follows:

THEOREM. (a) The subspace corresponding to the highest weight of an1
irreducible representation is one-dimensional.

(b) Every dominant weight is the highest weight of exactly one (up to}
equivalence) irreducible representation.

Next given two representations g >Rgm and g->R11gm' of G of highest,
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weights m and m' respectively, we can form the irreducible representation

g -- R.1?l+m' of highest weight m ? n', which is a subrepresentation of the
tensor product g -- 1Rgm ?Rgm'. This new representation is called the Cartan
composition of Rg1n and Rgm' and we denote it also by Rgm+ln'-= Rgll [ X ] Rg m' I
Now there will always be 7c fundamental representations of G, in the
sense that any irreducible unitary representation of G is obtained from these

k by successive Cartan compositions. The fundamental representation are

described as follows. When n = 2k + 1 they are those of highest weight
), ., . . . . ., . , , -i,,0 ld (2, 1, . * 2);

when n = 2k, they are the kc representations with highest weights (1, O, *, O),
(1P p 0 )P (1 1 *1 ? ?)p (2 * * 1n) and (1 p2, 2,-*P 2)

We shall need an explicit description of these representations which will be

given later. At present we mention that the representation whose highest

weight is -(1, lp , 1,0, * ,0) (with r ones) is realized on the anti-symmetric tensors of rank r; in particular, the canonical representation g -* p (g)
has highest weight (1, O, . . ., 0) and the representations with highest weights

(2, I, * 2) or (,I* , 2, 2- ) are the spinor representations.
2. Statement of the general theorem. We need to make first a few
clarifying remarks about tensor products. Let U and V be two finitedimensional complex vector spaces. Then we define the tensor product of

U and V by U?3 V = (V, U), where V denotes the (abstract) dual of V,

and h (V, U) the linear transformations of V to U. Whenever g -* Rg1 and
g -* Rg2 are two representations of G on U and V respectively we define the

tensor product Rg, Rg= g R ]g2 acting on U? 1V by Rg (A) = Rg * ARg_-2
A E (T7, U). Note that if U and V have, in addition, inner product structures (which is the situation we consider from now on) then U ? V inherits

one from then; and when both Rg1 and Rg2 are unitary, then so is Rg1 0 Rg .
Next let u (x) be a C' function defined in a domain of n-dimensional
Euclidean space E?, with values in U. We wish to define the gradient Vu (x)
as a function from the same domain but with values in U 0DV. Here, in
keeping with Section 1, V is a complex n-dimensional vector space, with a

distinguished n-dimensional real subspace V,. We do this as follows.
For each y E V,, (= E"), consider
d

u'Y (x) [ tu (x + ty) I t=o.
Thus for fixed x, we have a linear mapping y --- m', (x), and so y -* u's (x)

C I (Fo, U). By complexification we get a linear mapping of V to U, i. e.
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y -* u', (x) E Y, (V, U). Now with respect to Vo we can set up an isomiorphism
(over the complexes) of V with its dual space V. The mapping V -V f' is
given by v- (,v), where ( , ) is the inner product on V which is linear
in the first factor and conjugate linear in the second factor; v is the conjugate
of v with respect to the real subspace V0.

Thus the isomorphism of V with v allows us to identify y -* u', (x) with
an element of st (V, U), i. e. of U 0 V. This element we call (Vu) (x).
For the sake of calculation it is convenient to make the following
observations.

Suppose that {f4 is an orthonormal basis in U and u (x)=i u, (x)fx.
Let e,, * , et, be the standard basis of VO arising from the identification
of VO with En. Then a basis (over C) of U X V is of course {f0 C eia, i and

Vu (X) - E 88a f e,.
Next assume that a unitary representation g -* R, of G acts on U.
Let v (x) =- Rg[u (pg-l(x))] where pg is the rotation corresponding to g, as
discussed in Section 1.

What is the relation between (Vv) (0) and (Vu) (0) ? It is easy to

verify that in fact (Vv) (0) = (Rg?pg) (Vu) (0).
We are now in a position to make a preliminary definition. We shall
consider a space of functions, each defined on some open set of Euclidean

space E0, whose values lie in U. We shall assume that this collection of
functions is linear in the sense that we define the sum of two functions
only on the intersection of regions where each is defined. We shall say that
such a linear space is harmonic and transforms according to g -> Rg, if
(1) each function u(x) is harmonic where defined

(2) if u(x) belongs to this space so does u(x + x,) for each x, C En
(3) if u (x) belongs to this space so does v(x) =Rg[t(pg-1(x))], for
each g E G

(4) the constants belong to this space.

LEMMA 1. Let p be fixed, p < 1. Then for each u in this space I u(x) IP
is sub-harmonic if and only if

(2.1) 1 (0)Ox,
_( 2) p
JE
(0) 1
_1 x
for each u (x) in this space, which is defined in a neighborhood of the origin.

Here I * I denotes the norm in U.
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Before we come to the proof let us make a few remarks which will clarify
the thrust of the lemma. When p ? 1 then| u(x) IP is automatically sub-

harmonic, as long as u(x) is itself harmonic, and thus no further conditions
are needed. However when p < 1 this is not so, and the lemma shows that to

obtain sub-harmonicity in this case the i vectors , can not
be arbitrary, but must satisfy some relation. Moreover, as far as sub-harmonicity is concerned, the only relations that have any effect are those

involving the first derivatives, and not higher derivatives. In view of what

was said above we shall always suppose from now on that p < 1.
To prove the lemma we remark that in view of the fact that I u |P ? 0,

it suffices to show that AI u IP _:? 0, at each point where I u I > 0. Since our
assumptions are translation invariant, let us assume that we are calculating
at x= 0.

Now IuI=(u,u) , thus
a I u IP (p/2) (u, u) p/2-1 [ (U$X, U) + (U, U1)]
where u,, = 4. Therefore since u is harmonic,
n

aXj~~~~~~~~~~=

/(I pU |P)(p/2) (p/2 _1 ) (u, U) pl/2-2*- 4 Y. (Re (u,,,,u))2
J=1

? ( p/2) (U, U)p/2-1 X 2 ub 2.
j=1

Hence A I u IP ? O if and only if
n

jEl{Re(u$1,u)}2? (21 )(u,u) I UX 12.
In the above inequality, the restriction I u > 0 may now be dropped.
However the above holds for all u in our system at the origin, if and only

if it holds for v(x) =lRgu(pg-i(x)) in place of u(x), for all gE G. Moreover
a simple computation show that
(V$~ V ) N pjk (Uxk, Uf),n
k

where the pjk are the entries of the rotation matrix pg. By an appropriate
choice of g we can make

Re(v2, v) =Re(vx3, v) * Re(v,,, v) =0.
Therefore the equivalent condition becomes
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1

'n

(2. 2) Re (v,l, v) | -( p) 12.
Now whatever the fixed values of v,, V., v,Vxn are at the origin, we
can still modify v without changing these derivatives by the addition of a

constant vector. Thus v (at the origin) is arbitrary in (2. 2), and (2. 2)
becomes
n

Iv1 2-p2 pVk_
which is (2. 1), since the class of v's entering here is as general as the class
of u's.

We are now in a position to make our main definition. Let g -* Rg be

a non-trivial irreducible unitary representation of G on the space U. We
consider functions u(x) with values in U, and defined in some open subset

of En. We wish to define the Cauchy-Riemann equations corresponding to
the representation g->Rg. For this purpose we consider the tensor product

representation Rg ? pg acting on U? V, and the subspace U [X] 1V of U 0 V
on which the Cartan composition Rg[X]pg acts irreducibly. We then have the
orthogonal decomposition

UTV =U[X]VT7 (U[X]V)'.
Let E and El denote the orthogonal projections on the subspaces U[X]V,
and (U[X]V)I respectively. Then we define a and 5 by writing
Vu - au + fu,
where

Au EVu and Au ELVu.
We define the required equations by

(2.3)

au

0.

Of course (2. 3) is a system of first order partial differential equations (in

general overdetermined). We shall call it the system associated with the
representation.

The linear space of functions with values in U satisfying (2. 3) will be

called the space of harmonic functions corresponding to the representation
g->Rg.

We shall prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. (a) Every solution of the equation (2. 3) is harmonic.
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(b) If u is a solution of (2. 3) then I u (x) jP is subharmonic for
P-n-1 i

The idea of the proof is as follows. It is not difficult to see that the
result holds for all non-trivial irreducible unitary representations if it holds
for the fundamental representations. This is because of the nature of the
definition of the system (2. 3), as it involves projection on the subspace of

the representation of highest weight in the tensor product. Thus matters

are reduced to the proof of the theorem for the fundamental representations.

This requires writing (2. 3) in an explicit form in each of those cases (in fact,
recognizing these equations as those known by other considerations). The

reduction may be formalized as follows. Suppose that g -> Rgl' and g ->Rg
are two irreducible unitary representation of G on U1 and U2 respectively.

Let g -> Rg be the Cartan composition R]E[X]1R2, which we realize on the
subspace Ul [ X ] U2 of U,8 U2.
LEMMA 2. If the conclusions of the theorem hold for the system corresponding to the irreducible representation g --> Rg2, then the same conclusions
hold for the system corresponding to the irreducible representation g-->Rg.

We argue as follows:

We recall the canonical representation g-->p(g) =pg acting on V and
consder the compositions R1 E[X ]Rg2, Rgl EX ]Rg2 EX ]pg, and Rg'8 0 (Rg2 [X ] pg).
These are then the corresponding inclusion relations for representations and

their spaces: U = U, [X] U2 C U,?. U2, and

(U,[X]U2) X V C U, ?[U2[X]IV] C U1 U2? V.
Now let {fa'} be an orthonormal basis for U' and {ff2} an orthonormal
basis for U2. We take as before {ei} n,= to be the standard basis of VO (and
thus V).

Let u (x) have values in U, 80 U2. Then u (x) = f ) f,,u,, (x). The
condition that u (x) belongs for each x to U1 [X IU2 implies some further linear
conditions on the components {ua,,f (x)}.
Next consider the two conditions

Vu(x) C U,?0 [U2[X]V] and
Vu (x) C (Ul[X] U2) [X] V U[X] V.
By what we saw above, the second condition implies the first. Therefore

if Vu satisfies the second condition, then for each fixed a, the vector
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EfS2ua,(x),

which has values in U2, satisfies the system corresponding to g R-g2 Thus

each component u4, (x) is harmonic, and thus the same is true for u (x).
Moreover for each a if

SCx) = 'ffl2ua, (x), then I S (x) 'P is subharmonic.
But Iq(x)12 SSa(X) 12. Therefore I u (x) IP ((I SO (X) |P) 2/p)p'2 is also
subharmonic since if p<l, 2/p?2 (?1).

Before we come to the proof of the theorem we wish to describe a geo-

metric interpretation of the best exponent p so that I u IP is subharmonic for
each u satisfying the equations 9u = 0, corresponding to a given irreducible
representation g --> Rg.

Given a Hilbert space W and two linear subspaces S1 and S2 we define
the "angle" (more properly the square of the cosine of the angle) between

them as sup I (x,y) 12, taken for I x I C , I y I ?1. If Es, and E82 are the
X E SI

V E S2

orthogonal projections for the subspaces S1 and S2 respectively, this quantity
also equals, as can be seen immediately, 1I Es1ES2 ff2= 1f E82Es1 12, where 11 *f
indicates the bound of the operator.

In our particular case we coisider the subspaces U [X] V and U ? e,
of U?V.

PROPOSITION 1. Every solution of Au = 0 has the property that I u IP
is sub-harmonic if and only if the "angle" between U? e and U[X]IV

1 7(2 -p).
For the proof we shall assume that every solution of Au = 0 is harmonic;
this will be proved later. Now given any aC U and b C U[X]V C U? V,
there is a u(x), so that Au = 0, u(0) =a, and (Vu) (0) = b. In fact we can
n

take u(x) a?+ bjxj, where {bj}=bc U? 1V, bjc U. Now let E be the
J=1

orthogonal projection of U? 1V onto U[ X]V and F be the orthogonal pro-

jection of U? 1V onto U?) e. Then if Au=O, VuCU[X] V, and EVu== Vu.

MIoreover I au/ax, 12 FVU 12= FEVu 12; here the first norm is taken
in U and the second and third in U? V. Moreover L I 0u/Ixj 12 Vu 12.
j=l

Thus the condition (2.1) of Lemma 1 becomes I FEVu 12 (1/2 -p) I Vu 2

But as we have just seen (Vu) (0) is an arbitrary vector in the range of E

so this is equivalent with 11 FE 112 < 1/(2 - p); this proves the proposition.
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It is important to remark that in this lemma the subspace U 0 e, could

have been replaced by UG e where e is any unit vector in VTO. But it is
crucial that we take a unit vector from VO and not from the complexification

V. For example if we had taken a unit vector from V corresponding to the
highest weight of g -> p (g), our bound for 11 FE 112 would have been 1 instead

of 1/(2 - p). This remark explains the significance of the distinguished real
form VO of V.

3. The Spin representations. Here we shall discuss the systems Ou = 0

corresponding to the spin representation. In the case of n = 2k + 1, this is

the representation' of highest weight Q, ,) and in the case n==2k
there are the pair of representations of highest, weights (<, * j) and

(2, 2 *, - 2) respectively. We shall consider first in detail the odd case,
n== 2k+1.

For this purpose let us recall the Clifford algebra A", which is the

associative algebra of dimension 2n over the complexes with identity and

n further generators el, e2, . , e.n whose relations are given by the identity

(x1el + x2e2 + + x..e,)2 = E xj2, holding for all indeterminates x1, , x".
j=1

(For the existence of this algebra see e. g. Chevalley [4], Chapter 2). Now
there is an algbera homomorphism of An onto the algebra M2k of all 2k X 2k
complex matrices which can be described as follows. We let U denote a
complex unitary vector space of dimension 2k which we realize as

U-O U=U?00O * .? Uo (k factors),
where UO is standard 2-dimensional complex unitary vector space. On Uo we
define the matrices I, J, P, and Q by

I 0 1) -(0 -1) P 1 ?)0 (-i ?
Then we set

E2r-li40 -* JXP I?.* *0I,
1 ? r ?< k.

E2r - iJ 0) * J C Q () I (E).*$ I.,
where the P (or Q) is placed in the r-th place. We also set

En= iJ0JO * .. J.
Then the mapping ej -* Ej, j 1,. . . , n, induces the above-mentioned homomorphism.
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Next, the spinor representation g -- S (g), which is the representation of
highest weight (-, . * 1) can be realized on U in such a way that

(3.1) S (g) EjS-' (g) Pk E k(g) Ek,
k

where p -> {pkj (g) } is the canonical representation. (For further details see
Weyl [13, Chapter 8], Boerner [1], and Brauer and Weyl [2]).
For functions u (x) with values in U we shall consider the system of
equations
n

(3. 2) E Ej au/ax; 0,
j=1

and our first task will be to show that (3. 2) is equivalent with the equation

3u = 0, for the representation g -> S (g). For this purpose we shall map U
isomorphically into U? V and show that its image together with U LX] V
exhausts U 0 V. Now U?3 V is isomorphic with the vector space of n-tuples

{{U} ) ij uE U} and the action of S?p on U?0 V then becomes
n

{uC} -- 2 S (g) (Uj) (p (g) ) ij.
j=1

We now define an isomorphism into, -: U -* U 0) V, by

7(w) ~ {uj}, uj =1/V/nEjw, w EU.
n

n

1

Since Lj=1
I U 1U2
= 1 W 12= 1 W 12, the injection is unitary. Next, in
3'=1 n
view of (3. 1) it is clear that

-1(S(g)w) = (S(g) p (g) ) (Xq(w)), w E U.
Hence if we restrict the representation S 0p on U ? V to the subspace v (U)

we get a representation equivalent with S. Now the representation S[X]p
acting on the subspace U[ X] V has highest weight (1, -, * * - 'I) and hence is in-

equivalent with the representation on the subspaces - (U). Therefore U [X] V
and - (U) are mutually orthogonal subspaces, and an argument which we shall
give presently will show that

(3.3) U? V= U[x] V? (U).
Let us assume this point momentarily and consider now the equation
A= 0, where u(x) has values in U.

Now Vu = {fl4} E U ? V. The condition Au 0 then is equivalent
with {-a } being orthogonal to the subspace 77(U). That is
OXi
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h=0
- 3)
0
>u <_
O E(
A$Ew)-On

1=1 Oxj'

for all W E U, where (, ) denotes the inner product in U. Since as is easily

seen Ej*=- E, for all j, then the above is equivalent with Y E1 0-q =0;
i=1 OX

this proves (3.2).

We now return to (3. 3) which we shall prove by considering the char-

acters of the representations in question. In particular let us denote by

xln(0O) the character of the irreducible representation whose highest weight
is m== (Ml,nM,r2 ,,Mk). We shall also denote by xs(O) and xp(O) the
characters of the spinor and canonical representations which have highest

weights ( 1 . 2) and (1, 0, , 0) respectively. Now by the theory of
characters

(3. 4) Xs (0)xp (0) ==YN (mn)xm (0)
where N (m) is the multiplicity (positive integral or zero) with which the
representation of highest weight m occurs in the direct sum decomposition

of S ?,Op, We recall also the Weyl formula for the characters:
E sign (a-) ei(mn+6) 0

Xm (O9) = sign (a) ei0(6) 0
Here 8=- (k- lak i8 , ) and the symmetries u run over the
Weyl group. Considering the explicit form of (e00, 0 *, e00k) E T, it
is clear that the character of the canonical representation has the value
k

k

Xp (0) 2Y cos Or + 1 - e+Or + 1. From this it follows that (3. 4) takes
r=l

r=l.

the form
k

(3.5) (sign(a)ei0(6') 0) ( E e-tar + 1) = NN(m)sign(r)e(+a6)o 0
0f

r=l.

11

0f

where we have set S' = (k,lk-1, ,1) =8+ (4, *

Now let us call a weight m'=- (M'1, M'2,. * , * n'k) strictly dominant if
?n'1 > Mr2 > . . . > M'k > 0; it is clear that m' is strictly dominant if and
only if mn' nm + 8, where m is dominant, i. e. M (mi, , Mk) with
MI1 m2 M ? in k ? 0. In considering the right side of (3. 5) we need
to look only for those exponentials that appear that are of the form eim' 0,

where m' is strictly dominant. The multiplicity with which these exponentials
appear is the multiplicity of the representation with highest weight m. It is

further clear by inspection that an exponential of the form etns' 0, with mi'
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strictly dominant can arise in only two ways. Either as eta 0i -0L, or as

a". 0 1. In the first case we get m= (,, 1. *,), and in the second case
m = (i, * ,). This shows that the representations occurring in S ? p are
exactly the Cartan composition S[x]p, with highest weight (@, * , ) and

S itself, and that each occurs with multiplicity one.
We now return to the consideration of equation (3. 2).

Since the Ej satisfy the relation ( Ejxj) 2 = - xj2 we obtain the
corresponding operator identity

from which it is clear that any solution of (3. 2) is harmonic. Next by

Lemma 2 we must show that for p = 1 the following inequality holds

(3.6) l12< (2)pj Yaxj2
for all u satisfying (3. 2).

An inspection of the explicit form of the matrices Ej shows that the
equation (3.2) is equivalent to 2k equations, a typical one being of the form

aU11-1 + U211*l +() aU21 ...1 +( ) =Ul'. 12 0.
Here the components us,, .,tk carry k indices, each with two values 1 or 2,

corresponding to the fact that U U0? ? C) UO, and UO is a two-dimensional space. The factors ( ) are either ? 1 or + i. In the general equation,

if the differential monomial i- appears with the component u4,..... kn the

differential monomials and a appear with u where if =ij if

j74r, and ij'#ij, if j=r.
Note if x1, - * *, A. are complex numbers so that AX + A2 + + A. =0
n,-1 n

then I A112? ( ff) 'A 12. Therefore
n j=1

OU 11...._
-. * 1 2 < _
(n - 1__
) u 1*-1 _
2 + I ..
U 211
12 . _
U ll ...
1 21 2
I ..1_
-I2

oX,,, n ox,, Ox, dx.-i

If we add the corresponding inequalities for all the 2k equations we get
Oul | - ik 12 n-1 ) > 2 I O ik 2,

12Rl ,h; x,, n =1 Oxj
12
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which is (3. 6) and proves the theorem in the case of the spinor representation
when n is odd.

The case when is even, n = 2k, is quite similar.

In this case the Clifford algebra A,, has an isomorphic realization as 1M22,

given by the mapping ej -* Ej, 1 j - 2k, described above. There is also
a unitary representation g --> S (g) on U satisfying (3. 1). However in this
case S is not irreducible but splits into two irreducible parts S =S+ (& S-

where S+ has highest weight (<, - , - ), and S has highest weight

(I *-., 1, - i). Let U = U 0D U- be the corresponding decomposition of
the vector space, and -q(U) be the injection of U in U 01 V. Then we have
the decomposition

(3. 7) U0 V =U+[X]YV ED U-[X]V (3Y(U)
analogous to (3. 3). The proof of this can be given by the same kind of
arguments involving the characters of the representation. There are, how-

ever, certain minor differences which we point out. In the even case n - 2k,
k

k

the character of the canonical representation is 2 E cos Or - eX . Also in
r=1

r=1

this case 8= (k -1, k- - 2 2 0), and a weight m' is strictly dominant

if and only if ml' > M2'. * > mnk1' > I 1k |. Also, the Weyl group in this
case consists of all permutations on the k components together with an even

number of changes of sign. Except for these differences the argument proceeds on identical lines.

Next one proves that the equation Ou =0 is equivalent with (3. 2) where
u has values in either subspace U+ or U- of U. The proof that any solution

is then harmonic, and that the inequality (3.6) holds with p ? n-2 is
then identical with the case when n is odd. This concludes consideration of
the spin representations.

4. The representations on the anti-symmetric tensors. We shall now
deal with the other fundamental representations of G. These are all singlevalued representations of SO (n) and are in fact realized as subrepresentations

of the tensor product of the canonical representation p ->p(g) with itself a
certain number of times. In what follows we shall have need to make explicit
calculations involving coordinate realizations of the tensors.4

Let p(r) denote the r-fold tensor product of p, i. e. p(r) = p O p acting
4 Since we are dealing with SO (n) we shall make no distinction between the

resulting " upper " and " lower " indices.
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on V(J) - V 0 0 1V (r factors). With the basis ey, * ,e,, of V we get
the basis {eij...ir} = {ej, ( ei0 * * * 0 eir} of V1(i). For v C V(r) we write

v= E vj1-.j7,ej,...i,; then I V 12= EV ...j 12,
il1- " ir

We now consider in V(r) the subspace r((V) of anti-symmetric tensors.
This subspace is clearly invariant under p(r) and we denote by Ar the restriction of p(r) to Ar(V). Then the following are very well known:

(1) the representation g-->Ar(g) is irreducible if r ,An/2;

(2) the representation Ar is equivalent with An-r, 0 -< ir<n;
(3) if 0 ? r < n/2, the representation Ar has highest weight
(1,1< * , 0 ,0) (r "ones");

(4) the representation Ar, with i' n/2 (n is even) splits into a direct

suIm1 of the irreducible representations with highest weights (1, * , 1) and
(,1, * ,1, -1). See e.g. ([1], [13]).
From what has been said in Section 1, the basic representations we must

then consider are Ar, with 0 < r < n/2 - 1. We shall therefore in this section
always make this assumption on r.

We now consider the tensor product representation Ar 0 p and its corres-

poniding space Ar(V) 0 V. We claim in fact that this tensor product decomposes into three irreducible pieces: the Cartan composition Ar[X]p, A?+' and
Ar-1. In order to do this we shall consider isomorphisms ar and 8,. of A"+1 (V)

and A'-1 (1V) into Ar (V) 0 V.

LEmIMIA 3. There exists an isomorphismn ar which is "into"
ar: A"+l('V) - (Ar(V) 0 V
so that the identity

(4. 1) (rAgr+lzL Ag 0 p
h1oldIs on th1e sntbspace a,.(A\r+1(V)).

This is of course a special case of the natuLral isomorphism inito given by

Ar+s(V)-> Ar(V) (3 As (V) n

which can be proved easily by an appeal to coordinates. In our particular
case if V= (WVe.. ir?i) E A?-+L (V), then for each fixed ir+,, V . 1r,1 is antisym-

metric in the first r indices, and so we get a vector in A" (V); and in this way

we obtain an n-tuple of vectors in Ar (1V) i. e. a vector in Ar (V) 0 V. The
identity (4. 1) then follows by inspectioni. By the duality between A" and
An-" and A' and An-r alludecl above we also get
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LEMMA 4. There exists an isomorphism 1Br which is "into,"

.Pr: Ar-l (V) ->Ar (V) T V
so that the identity

(4.2) prA r-1jB-1 AgrOpg
holds on the subspace 8,r(Ar(1(V)).
A direct proof is as follows.

If v (vj.. 1*;,) (vv(j)) E V(r) we define the alternator CZr (a by
(av) (j) = E sign (g) Va(), where a runs over the group of permutations
on r letters. Then, of course, v C ArT(V) if and only if U7(v) = v. Next if

w= (WE..j, l) C Ar-' (V) we define U E Ar-1 (V) 0 V(2) by u (ui,..ri,), where
ui ... = Wl...s, 1. Finally we get a v C A-r (V) ? V by applying a, to u;
more particularly to the first r indices of u. That is,

v(r s+1 = - x sign (a) uo(L),*+

The map w -> v is the map f,: Ar-1 (V) -> A r((V) ? V. Notice that from this
it is clear that

vil... r+1 -o if ir+1 i {il . . . r}
- 0 if there are any repetitions among i1 . . .

- Wi ...A-i>7+, if ik iir+l
This implies that

I 3r(v) c I v I, (in fact c r).
We can state the definition of ,3 a little more abstractly. If we define
a, on V(r+') to be the operation of anti-symmetrizing on the first r ii.lices
and consider Ar-1 (V) ? 1V(2) as a subspace, in the canonical way, of V(r+l),

then w=If3r(v) is given by w=ar(v?)8), where vEAr-l(V) and 8 is the
tensor in V(2) whose coordinates are {ia}. From this it is clear that the
transformation formula (4. 2) holds.

We shall next prove that for Ar (V) 0 V we have direct sum decomposition

(4.3) Ar(V) ?T V-=(Ar(V) [X]V) G1 ar(Ar+1(V)) Pr 3(Ar-l(V)).
In view of the above (4. 3) is equivalent to the statement that the tensor

product Ar0 ?p decomposes into a direct sum of three irreducible representations: the Cartan composition Ar[X]p, the representation Ar+1 and the
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representation Ar-1. We shall see this by the same argument involving
characters, we used in the case of the spinor representation. Let us consider

the odd case n =2k + 1, first. In this case we have (3. 5) again, but now

S"- (k+lk i, 7 - * *k - - r? ,kc-r - ,r * .1)
_=(1,1, * ,1,0,,. * 0) +S.

It follows again by inspection in (3. 5) that there are five ways of getting
exponentials eim' 8 with strictly dominant weights mn' in carrying out the

multiplication in (3. 5). We list these five weights, together with the signs
that multiply the exponentials:

(1) (1, 0, *, 0) + ', with + sign;

(2) (0, * * - *,O) + ', (-1 in r-th place), with + sign;

(3) (0,0 0*, O, 1, O, * , O) + `', (1 in r + 1 place), with + sign;
(4) (0, * ,O) +', with + sign;
(5) (0, * , 0, 1) + ao (8%) (oo changes sign of last entry), with - sign.
The exponentials of (4) and (5) cancel, leaving us exactly with exponentials corresponding to the highest weight of Ar[X]p, Ar-i and Ar+i. This
proves (4. 3) in the case n is odd. The situation in even case is very similar.
There

(7 (k,k-1,- * ,kc-r+l k-r 1 I, . .,0)
-(1n,- *1.,0, *,0) + (k-1,k -2, *,).
There are then only three possibilities for strictly dominant weights, and their
exponentials all carry a positive sign. These are

(1) (1,0,. . ,) + ';
(2) (0, ., - .,O, *,0), (- 1 in the r-th place);

(3) (0,* O * ,o * ) +8', (1 in the r+1 place).
Again, these correspond exactly to the highest weights of the representations Ar[X]p, Ar-1 and Ar+l, and therefore (4. 3) is completely proved.

Because of the decomposition (4.3) we define EAM-I and EAr+1 as the

orthogonal projections on the subspaces Pr(Ar-1(V)1) and car(Ar+'(V)) of
Ar (V) 0C V. Then clearly the equation Au =0 is by definition equivalent to
the pair
fEA'r-(VU) 0

(44 {EAr+1 ( Vu1)-?.
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We wish to see explicitly what the equations (4.4) mean and so we

write them in component form. Here u = (u1, ... ) and u4. .r,j .
LEMMA 5. The equations (4.4) are equivalent with the pair

(4.5)

4ii

.r-Usi

?

(4.6) ui.-ir,j - Ujj2-ir,l U- 3 -.ir,2 Ui ir-lj,ir =?0

To prove this we consider, as before Ar (V) (DV as a subspace of Vr+'
(in the canonical way) and denote by ( , ) the inner product on V(r+1), or
its restriction to Ar (V) 0 V. Cr+l will denote the alternator defined above,

and ar will be the alternator on V(r+l), now defined by its action on the first

r indices; i. e. ar (v1 0 v2) = ar (v1) ? v,2 where v1 E V(r) and v2 E V. (We
have identified V(r+l) - V(r) 0 V.)

Now the equation EAr-' (VU) = 0 means that Vu is orthogonal to the
image of 13r, and in view of the latter's definition we get (V U, ar (a ? 8) ) =- 0

where aC Ar-1(V). However u has values in Ar((V) so ar (U) =u, and
therefore ar (VU) = Vu. Therefore the condition becomes (Vu, a? 8) = 0,
for each a C Ar-1 (V). Written out in coordinates this is

(4.7) 2 ail0r-i(2Ul''r-.i) .
$1 $r-1 .1

But since the inner sum is itself anti-symmetric in the indices i, t i,_
we see that (4. 7) is equivalent with (4. 5). Next, the equation EAr+l(VU) 0 O
is equivalent with (Vu, a) = 0, for all a C A(r+l) (V) C V(r+l). However such

a's are of the form a =-ar+ (b), with b arbitray in V(r+l). Therefore the

equation is equivalent with (ar+i(Vu), b) = 0, that is ar+,(Vu) 0However

aCr+1 ( 1 ) (o`1 -2 . r) ar
where c0r, * * r are particular elements of the cosets of the r + 1 permutation

group modulo the r permutation group. TO = identity, and al permutes il
with ir+1, leaving the other places fixed. Since we have seen that ar(Vu)
=Vu, we get (so U1 2 ar)(Vu) =-0, which is exactly (4.6).
Let us now assign to each function u (x) with values in Ar (V) the
differential form a of order r given by

Q Ui*ui*r(x) dxi A dxi, A* *AdXjr

il<n2<sn < (r

This differential form we consider as defined on a region of E., (with
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the usual metric given by the inner product), and acting on such differential
forms we recall the well-known operator of exterior differentiation d and its

dual 8. (See DeRham and Kodaira [5], p. 50-52.)
LEMMA 6. The equation u ,=0 is equivalent with the pair dQf 0,
and 8(Q=O.

We have seen that the equation 5u = 0 is equivalent with (4. 5) and
(4. 6); the equivalence with d&3 0, and Q =-- 0 then follows by inspection

(see [5], p. 31).
Since, as is known, A (d + 8d) 2, it then follows that any solution of au = 0 is harmonic. To conclude our treatment of such u's, it remains
to find the best value of p so that
au 1 n au

(4. 8) 1 u 2 c <_ \ 1 2
Here, of course, the norm I * I is taken as that of Ar (V) (which is the
restriction of the norm on 1V(r)). If we use the previous notation ui4 ... j

a @u... ', then (4.8) becomes
p n

(4 9) z ~~I q44 4rsl 1-(2 -p 2tE|t''$s
Let us abbreviate by writing (i) =- (i1. iri). We consider two cases.
The first is

(1) 1 C {ilv i2, . *}.

Here we use the identity (4. 6), which involves r + 1 terms. That is, we
r+1

have A1 + A2. ' * + +1= 0, therefore I 12 2< (r/r + 1) E I Xj 12. This means
J=1

that
r

(4.10) IU(i)l 12 (r/r+1) + f I u(U),l 12,
1=0

where the sum is over the r + 1 permutations a *,rr of the r + 1

indices il, , ir (these permutations are of course the ones that arise
in (4.6)).

Next we consider the case (2), 1 E {ij, * , }. In this case since Uj r...j7+1
is anti-symmetric in the first r indices, there are at most n - r + 1 non-zero
te-rms in the identity (4. 5). In fact a typical case arises when 1 = ir. The
identity is then
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n

z = = 0,

j=l

and the resulting inequality is

(4.11) 1 ...l12 - n-r u)z ... ir-IM 12
The inequality corresponding to the general situation for the case 1 E (i)

arises by considering a permutation of the r indices i, . . . 4r11. Now we add
(4. 10) and the permuted analogue of (4. 4) over all ordered collections

(i1,- , i.) of the r indices. It is then to be noted that corresponding
...'r,J in the right-hand sides of (4. 10) and (4. 11) are all distinct. (For
the terms arising from (4.10) they will involve indices il', * , it!, j' which
are all distinct; for the permuted versions of (4. 11) they will involve terms

Uji'jr',j' with j'E {i1', * i/}). We then get
n

I UIg...,,1 12?A E Iz { 4....,j 12.
-r .j=l i i.. r

where we may take A =n-r+ since n-r 1 r/r+1, when
n - r>r, i. e. when r _ n/2. This shows that we have the inequality (4. 9)

with 1 n-r p . But since 1 <r, we certainly have
2-

p

-r+1n-r

the inequality with p =n 1' and the theorem is proved in this case.
Looking back at the results of Section 3 for the spinor representation
and at the results of this section, we see that we have proved the conclusions

of the theorem of Section 2 in the case of the fundamental representations.
In view of Lemma 2 the theorem is then completely proved.
Part II-Some Special Cases.

We have seen that any solution of au =0 has the property that I uI P is
subharmonic where p >? (n - 2)/(n -1), for any non-trivial irreducible representation of the covering group of SO (n). However for a given representation
the exponent (n - 2)/(n - ) is not necessarily the best (lowest) exponent. In
fact we have seen that in the calculation corresponding to the fundamental
representation Ar of highest weight (1, 1,. . ., 1, 0,~ . ., 0) (with r ones)

the best exponent is actually n _r + We wish in the next sections to
discuss more fully the systems corresponding to the irreducible representations
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belonging to some significant special cases, and to determine for these systems
the best exponent p.

5. Representations arising on the spherical harmonics. We consider

as before V7(r)==V)?. .* V and p(r)_ p?. .?3p (r factors). In V(r)
we now distinguish the subspace Sr (V) of all symmetric tensors with vanishing
traces; i. e.

v=~ (vi,. ...t,) E Sr (V) 4:?> va m =vi,

for every permutation o* on r letters, and vi* =ir-2j 0, all ij . . .-2j=1

Clearly Sr (V) is a subspace of V(r) invariant under p(r), and we get
this way a representation on the subspace Sr (V) obtained by restricting p(r).
Another representation may be obtained by considering the linear space 59(r of

spherical harmonics of degree r in E., &I' == {H}, where H is a homogeneous
harmonic polynomial of degree r. On 94r there is the natural representation

given by H (x) -> H (pg-' (x) ). 9r has the inner product obtained by the
usual integration on the sphere in E,,.

LEMMA 7. The following three representations are unitarily equivalent:
(a) The representation p(r) restricted to Sr (1V), the symmetric tensors
of rank r with vanishing traces,

(b) The representation on S9r, the spherical harmonics of degree r,
(c) The irreducible representation of highest weight (r,O,. * 0).
These identifications are known. Actually all we shall need directly is the

identification of (a) with (c), and this is carried ouLt in a more general
setting in Weyl [13], Chapter 7.

Before we state the desired result for these representations we make the

following remark. Suppose H(x) is a complex valued function defined on
some open set of En and assume that it is of class Cr there. Then we define
the r-th gradient, VrH, as a function with values in V(r), in keeping with

the definitions of Section 2. In fact if u (x) has values in U then Vu has
values in U 0 V, and so by recursion, if we set VrH = V (Vr-lH) we see
that VrH has values in V(r) 17 *. .1 (with r factors). We shall
now consider the system Au o0 corresponding to the representations charac-

terized in Lemma 7 above. In view of this lemma we realize the represen-

tation space (which is the space in which u takes its values) as Sr(V) and
consider it as a subspace of V(r), (which is the way it was defined). In this
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way Vu may be considered to have values in V(r)) ?V T Vr+l. We write as

before u ( Uu r,j J j
THEOREM 2(a). The following 4 conditions are equivalent:

(1) au=- O,

(2) VuE Sr+1(V) C V(r+l),

(3) u *sij is symmetric in the r + 1 indices and all traces vanish,
(4) For every spherical neighborhood of a point, there exists a complexvalued harmonic function H(x), so that

u= VrH.

THEOREM 2(b). The best p so that I u IP is sub-harmonic whenever

6u=O,ip~ n-2
0MZOiSPn + r-2'
Proof. The highest weight of the representation p on V is of course
(1, O, . 0 . O). Therefore the highest weight of the representation p(r) is

(r,O, 0 , 0), and similarly, the highest weight of the representation p(r+l)
is (r + 1, O,. . ., 0). Therefore the subspaces corresponding to the irreducible
representation of highest weights in V(r) and V(r+l) are respectively Sr (V)

and Sr+1(V). Thus by the definition of Ou-O, we see that (1) and (2) are
equivalent. The fact that (2) and (3) are equivalent is merely the fact that

(3) is an explicit statement of the fact that Vu - (ul* ... rj) E Sr+1 (V). We
come now to condition (4). Suppose that H is harmonic and u = VrH.
Then clearly

ul = (us,.. ir) (8r.Hs *ai
and it is then obvious that uk...r is symmetric in all indices and has vanishing
traces (the latter fact is Laplace's equation). Thus u (x) E Sr(V). By the
same token Vu(x) E Sr+1(V) and so (4) implies (3).
Conversely suppose that (3) is satisfied. We shall prove (4) by induc-

tion on r. We assume therefore that we are restricting matters (as we may)
to a spherical neighborhood of the origin, and we consider the case r 1

first. We are then dealing with a vector (ul(x), v ,m(x))) and the
equations are 0O - . Now consider

H (x) Ul1dx1 + u2dx2 + * * . +undx.
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The equation a= a, shows that this integral is independent of the path
joining 0 with x; moreover ui=-, and 2 a =0 , shows that H is harmonic.
Let us now pass to the case of general r. Suppose that u = (ui, .i,) satisfies

(3). Let us fix the first r -1 indices and consider Fi,=F,ir-1 =- h .. I
Then for each fixed i1 . . . iv-, the vector F1, F-2, * * * , F,n satisfies the equations

for r = 1, and so there exists a harmonic function H so that = H; i. e.
Ox.!,

there exists harmonic functions H - Hi, i,-", so that ui,.= aH-i- Now
replace Hi-iir by Hii .r(x) -Hiiir(O); then we still have u = VH. Next
we claim that Hi, . -L is itself symmetric in the r-1 indices and all traces
vanish. In fact any condition of this type is a linear relation L =0, on

the components Hi1 .r.-, and we have that a (L) = 0, since this condition
dxi?

is now a consequence of the assumed condition on the u's. Thus L = constant;
but L (0) =0 , since we have adjusted the Hi,1..r- this way. Therefore L 0,
and so HI, .r-' is symmetric in the r-1 indices and has vanishing traces.

Finally a is symmetric in the r indices with vanishing traces because
this is just our condition on the ui,...I,. Thus by induction assumption
Hi, ...r- vr-lH, and so U = vrH.

Now in [3], Calderon and Zygmund have shown that if H is any har-

monic function I VrH |P is sub-harmonic for p:- + 2' and that this
is the best value of p. In view of part (a) of the theorem and the fact that
subharmonicity is a local property the theorem is then proved in general.
It may be worthwhile to make the following remark. Suppose that
{u l (x) } is a given r-tensor of functions. The problem of deciding when
this is locally the r-th gradient of a harmonic function is of course settled
by condition (3) of Theorem 2 and this is a system of first order differential
equations. This simplifies the condition found by Calderon and Zygmund [3],
which was in terms of arbitrary order differential relations on the components.

6. The 2-dimensional case. This case is of course the classical case,
and while strictly speaking our results do not apply to this case, they can be
easily modified to do so. While this gives nothing new, it does give a further
interpretation of the general setting we have used. Here the representations
of SO (2) are of course 0 _ ei0k n kc integral, and the representations of the
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covering group, the real-line, are 0 -* ekO, kc real. In this case the canonical
representation on V (which is a two-dimensional complex vector space) is not

irreducible, but splits into the representations 0-> et0 and 0-> et0O. Thus the
tensor product of 0 --> 0e* with p splits into two representations 0-> e(k1)0

and 0 -*e>( 4)1. If we reinterpret the equation 9u 0 to mean that Vu

lies in the subspace corresponding to e4(k+1)0 we get exactly the usual CauchyRiemann equations. These equations are independent of the initial repre-

sentations 0-> e0k, and this is of course consistent with the reduction lemma,
Lemma 2, since any pair of representations et*@ and eik'O can be obtained
from each other by "Cartan composition," i. e. merely tensoring with the

representation ei(k-k')6. Theorem 1 then gives us that I u |P is subharmonic

for p ? 0; the limiting case p 0 must as usual be interpreted as the statement that log j ut j is subharmonic, which is a well known property of the
absolute value of a holomorphic function.

7. The three-dimensional case. This is the first non-classical instance,
and we obtain the following result
THEOREM 3. If u is a solution Au = 0 corresponding to a representation

of highest weight (m), then I u j1t is subharmonic if p > 1/(m + 1), when m
is integral, and p > 1/(m + 3/2) when mn is half-integral. These are the best
values of p.

Proof. We identify the two-fold covering of SO (3) with G = SU (2) as

follows. Consider the vector space V (3-dimensional complex vector space)
realized as the space of 2 X 2 complex matrices that are their own transposes.

Consider the action on it given by

X1 + iX2 X3?.)
X,3 X1 + iX2
/-Xl +iX2 X3 gt -X1 + iX21 X3 A

X3 X1 + ix2} X3f Xit + iX2 1
g E SU(2).

The action (xl, x2,1x3) -* (xl', x2', x3) is the canonical representation g -* p(g).
The real subspace VO (invariant under p) can be casen to be the one that
arises when x1, X2, x3 are all real.
More generally we can describe the general irreducible representation Rm

(of highest weight (m)) as follows. Consider the realization of the group

SU(2) as 2 X 2 unimodular unitary matrices. Call this realization the representation g -> S(g) on the 2-dimensional vector space U. (This notation is
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in conformity with the general notation for Spinor representation used in

Section 3). Consider next the N-fold tensor product of the representation,

S ? - S, and its space U 0 .* * ? U U(N). Finally consider the sub-

space AN C U(N) of tensors which are symmetric. The N-fold tensor product

restricted to AN is equivalent with the irreducible representation of highest
weight N/2. (See e.g. [7]).

It will now be necessary to choose explicit bases in the various spaces

described above. In U we choose the basis 3, (1, 0), /32 (0, 1). Then

of course 3,8 ? /,8, /l , 0/32, /2 ? /2 ?2 form a basis for U(2) - U 0 U.
But a basis for the subspace 2S2 (which we identify with V) can be taken
to be

e 310pi1-32 ? /2 i(8131?1 +32 0 /2)
e3 -(/3 (D132 +/32?31)
V\/2

The real space sponsored by el, e2, e3 will be VO.
Now a basis of U(Nf) is given by considering all tensor products of the /31
and /2 with N factors. Thus we shall write the basis for U(Nf) as {Bk,aN},
where k indicates the number of 3,8 occuring in the product, and the second
index a ranges over the ( f) possible placings of the l's in N places. Thus
any element u C U(N) can be written as
U = Uk,aBk,aN.

Moreover

k,a

u E 231N <r Uk,a = Uk.

Therefore an orthonormal basis for AN is obtained by setting
N

BkN= ( 7 )-IJBk,aN.
a

We now start with the representation of highest weight m which, as we

have said, is realized on j 2m. We consider the tensor product of this
representation with the representation g -* p (g), which is realized on 2.
Thus we also consider the vector spaces U(2,m) and U(2) and their tensor product

U(2m) 08 U(2) - U(2V) where N = 2m + 2; finally we consider the subspace
SN C U(V) which is also a subspace of -3 zmX 2, and is in fact the subspace
corresponding to the Cartan composition. In view of the proposition in

Section 2 and the remarks preceding it our problem is as follows: Let c7i

be the subspace of U(N) given by Ci = U(2m) 0 e3. Let P be the projection
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of U(N) onto 9f. We need to compute the norm of P when restricted to the
subspace 3N. We do this as follows.

The basis elements of U(N) - U(fm) 0 U(2) are of course the elements of
the form BN-B2m ? /3z ? /3, il i2 1, 2, where the B2m are the basis elements of U(21n). Now

P: Bkl,,2m?I3lI32 * -(82 Ak,a?
where Ak,a are the basis elements of 9th given by

Ak,a = Bkii,a2m ? e3 == Bki,2m 0a (' ?/2 ? f32 ? 3k)
V2

(For fixed kc there are (k-1) such basis elements.) However also
1c

P: Bkl ,a2m ? ,B2 ?,/3 + Ak,X for the appropriate a'.
Now if u C 23N,
U = Uk,caBk,cN = U UkBk,a,N.

So IU12= (k ) I Uk 12. Moreover by what has been said,

PUq Uk V/2 Ak,a,
therefore
2m+1

2

I PU I 'Y I UZG 12 2 ( 2ns

Since the Uk are independent quantities, the square of the norm

11 pl25W max 2 ( 2fi M)/( + )
l!!S;k_-2m+1 7 1 7

Now depending upon whether m is integral or half-integral we write 2m 21

or 2m = 21-1, with I an integer. It is then easy to see that this maximum

is= 2+ 1? However the best p is given by IP2 2 1. Thus 2
21+ 1', hence p = 1/1 + 1 which proves the theorem.
8. The four-dimensional case. Let us recall that in this case the

irreducible representations are determined by the highest weight (nI, in2),
where in1, m2 are either both integral or half-integral and m,1 ? |2 |
THEOREM 4. If u is a solution of the equation du = 0 corresponding to
the representation of highest weight (inI, in2), then I u IP is sub-harmonic if
2

2 +ml-f . m This is the best valute of p.
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The proof has many elements in common with that of Theorem 3 of the
previous section. The calculations are tractable because in this case G

(which is the covering group of SO (4)) is the product of SU (2) with itself.
It is convenient to identify SU(2) with the multiplicative group of unit

quaternions. Thus consider the four-dimensional algebra over the reals given

by the 2 X 2 complex matrices of the form ($ ,), where x = x, + ix2,
Y = XI - ix4. If we identify each such matrix with X1 + iX2 + jX3 + kx4 we
get in this way an algebra isomorphism with the quaternions (i, j, k are here
the usual quaternion units). The unit quaternions are then isomorphic with

those elements where I x 12 + ? y 2 = 1, i. e. the elements of SU(2) (See
Chevalley [4], pp. 17-18).
Next the covering group of SO (4) is identified with SU(2) X SU(2)

and the canonical representation p (g) of G on VO are also identified as
follows:

G-SU(2) X SU(2) - {(q,, q2) }, qi are unit quaternions}.
p (g): q -> qlqq2-1, where q = x1 + iX2 + jX3 + kx4, and so VOJ (the real fourdimensional vector space on which p (g) acts) is identified with the vector
space of quaternions. The maximal torus in SO (4) is

( cos 1 -sin 01, 0
[sin 01 cos 01 J
L (Cos 02 -sin 02
Sill 02 COS 02J

and its inverse image in SU(2) X SU(2) is the set of pairs of unit quaterilons given by
(ei(OL+02)/2, ei(02-01)/2).

Now the totaility of irreducible representations of SU(2) X SU(2) is
given by Rhi X R'l (here X denotes the outer tensor product) and the R'
and R12 range independently over the irreducible representation of SU(2).

As in the previous section the 1i are integral or half-integral and 0. The
inverse images of the maximal tori in the first or second components are given

by (e00, 1) or (1, ei0) respectively. From these considerations the following
statement is clear.

PROPOSITION 2. The irredu,cible representation of G of highest weight

(in, mi2) (in 1 ? ) are given by R l X R12, where
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m1 = 11 + 12
7M2 11 - 12.

Let us note also that what we have done above is to identify the repre-

sentation R] X RI! with the canonical representation g -* p (g) on V. We
wish also to identify basis elements. Thus let i1 and /32 be the two basis

elements of U described in the previous section for the representation R-,
and let e1, e2, e8, e4 be the basis elements of VO given by e1 1, e2 i, etc.
Then a simple calculation shows that the identification of Rll X R'- with p (g)
identifies
91 X #2 +,82 X 31
I V1XP2?132X11 ith e4.

Next recali the spaces AN C U(N) of the previous section for the repre-

sentations RN12 and RI ? .* 0 .3 R' (N factors), respectively. Similarly,
we define AM,N = AM X AN and U(3I,N) - U(M) X U(N) for representations
RM12 X RN12 and

(R1@0* * 0R?) X (R . . * XR1)
which are both representations of the covering group of SO (4), in view of

the Proposition 2. Note that A1,1 = U(1) and we identify Am,, witlh Am
and U(m O) with U(M) in the obvious way. We then have

AM+l,l C AM?o Al, C U(31)?U(19l).
Let '9 be the subspace of Am? A1,1 defined as follows. Let {BkA,I} be the
basis elements of U(M) considered in the previous section and consider the basis
elements {/3. X /hl, I3 X PB2, P2 X 31, /32 X /2} of A 1 X A1 = A1,1 = U(1l). Let

9'' be the subspace of U(AI) X U0191) spanned by

{Bk,a!M <D (3 X P2+ P2 X I13
Set 'in (Am A 11) n 'I . We shall let P denote the projection of
?sM?2 1 onto OM+1i1; we wish to comijpute the norm of P when restricted
to the subspace 'i. (The reason for this will be clear later, but see the
proposition at the end of Section 2).

In order to do this let us characterize the elements r of '7t1. Put
Ck,a ~ Bk,a 0 e4= =Bk, aM (131 X i2 +i62 X 1)_) Thus T C E ' has the form
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(k )
TkaCkak-- O

If in addition T EC .3m 0. 1,1 (i. e. Tr E *) then the coefficients Tk, are
independent of a. This is because of the symmetry condition, as in the previous
section. Thus in this case
M

=E Tk C Ck,a,
k=O a

and

(8.1) ~~~~~~mM M

(7) T | -E ( ) I Tk I

Now let a = P (T). Since a C SM+1,1 and AM+l,, C U(M) 0) U(1 ), we can
express c in terms of the basis {Dkatij}, where Dka = BkaM 0 (/i X f8j). Then
a =-- EakwDklhij. In view of the fact that a CE m+1,,, uaij depends only on
the number of 81 that occur for the basis elements Dkij as an element of the
tensor product U(M) 0 u(l).

Thus there exists alkj, 0 ?C k Cl M, 1, 2, so that
rka j ak+l,j if i=1, all a
0-k,J if i =2, all a.

Next we need the following obvious fact:

PROPOSITION 3. If al, a2n, is an orthnormal system in a Hilbert

space the projection of a, on the space spanned by a( l+ *2 * +? ( is
(X + X2 + * * * +
n

From this it follows that

(I Dka'12 + 2 Dk+i, W22)

1 Dka'21 + 2 Dkl,a'ii
( + (k1

In fact for 7k, i, j fixed the number of Dka'ij is (X), and similarly there
are (k ? ) of the type Dk?lajij. Now for each kc there are ( ) of the Ck.an
(recall Ck,a0 = Bk,aM eae). Thus
13
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V2(M)Tk
Uk1
2 (X) 1-__
(kc + 1 )T
k+,2

M

MM

(k )+ ( k-1) V2

P1

-( V k ) 1k M-kc+ 1
M
)TTk

M M MV M+I Tk

Considering the number of basis elements of the form Dka,ij, Dk+la'ij, and

Dk1La'ij, (i.e., (k) (k+ M and ( M we see that
| 7c1 |T 2 (k)+( + 1 ) ] M+
M MM 7c +

1

2 ~
MM+
M
1 12 12{[(
7k)M
+ (k-)(
7

(8.2)

2(M 1 ) = ( k IIf 2
Thus by (8. 1) the square of the norm of the projection on c7l is

(8.3) 11 p 112 M+2
Proposition 1 (in Section 2) allows us to apply the result (8. 3). Let

p=- p (m1, M2) be the best exponent so that I u | is sub-harmonic for every u,
which is a solution of au = 0 corresponding to the irreducible representation
of highest weight (mI, M2).

The case we have dealt with corresponds to the representation R1M12 X RO,
which by Proposition 2 is the representation of highest weight (mI, M2)

(M/2, M/2). We could have equally dealt with the representation ROX RMI2,
which is the representation of highest weight (M/2, - M/2). So we have

2- ( - 4m+2, and p (m, m) =1/m+ 1. Similarly for p(rn, - m).
This gives

(8.4) p(m,m)-p(m, m) =+i.
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Next we establish the inequality

(a) p(m? P (Ml?m M2mm)?P(M + m') if m2,-0

(8.5) ~ 22

(8.5)1 (b) (ml+ I m2, m2l ml) Pp(ml, m2) _p(mM + Im 2 IO),

L (b) 2 2~~~~~~~~~~~~M20

if m2?O.

In fact the representation of highest weight (m1 + m2, 0) is obtained
from the representation of highest weight (M1, M2) by Cartan composition
(with the representation of highest weight (M2, - M2), if M2 ?> 0). Thus
by the argument of Lemma 2 of Section 2, we get p (m1, in2) ? p (ml + m2, 0)

if n2 ?0. The other inequalities in (8. 5) are proved the same way.
Finally, what is the representation of highest weight (Mn1 + In2 1, ?) ?
By Lemma 7 and Theorem (2a) of Section 5 it is the representation corres-

ponding to the n1+ I qn2 I gradient of a scalar-valued harmonic function.
Therefore by Theorem (2b), (or by an elementary argument),

(8.6) P(M2+l I+ ? n2 5
If we insert (8. 6) and (8. 4) in (8. 5) we get p(M1, Mn2) 2
and the theorem is proved.
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